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A famous quote says one can judge a quality of the institute by going through 

annual magazine. Magazine shows impact of upgraded knowledge of students, 

different adopted and natural skills which can better represent several problems 

in society through sketches, drawings and different articles and poem shows 

artistic view of the student. Under the heading magazine gives a good platform 

for students to reach to the society. They have a different views for different 

situations and problems along with some good solutions.  

Overall development of an individual is the goal of education. YBCP has grown 

abundantly in the recent past. It continues to sustain its growth. The college has 

been simply unstoppable in its progress as it has been actively involved in various 

activities that have brought to light the hidden talents of the college students, 

faculty and staff.  

 

 Magazine titled “PHARMANKUR” is one of the way of grooming students to 

fuller personalities and to present this all development under different headings. 

It is a chronicle of a period & a souvenir.  It is a great pleasure to see the creative 

expressions of students who had contributed to Pharmankur. The magazine is 

presenting a glimpse of the growth of the institution on many fronts.  

 

Magazine was published successfully in Seminar hall of YBCP  on 16th July 2019 

by auspicious hands of  Mr.Prasad Mahale Ragistrar BKC , Mr.Nitin Sandaye 

PRO BKC, Mrs.Archana Joshi Patil madam Principal Yashwantrao Bhonsale 

College of Pharmacy, Dr.V.A.Jagtap Principal Yashwantrao Bhonsale College 

Of Pharmacy , Mr. Tushar Rukari  Principal D. Pharm, HOD Mr. Satyajit Sathe 

along with Editorial Team committee , Ms.Rashmi Mahabal Editor and Ms. Ekta 

Samant Coeditior of the Pharmankur  .  

 It was great to hear from Mrs Archana Patil Joshi that Magazine itself indicates 

how enthusiastic students the institute have. Further in as a Chief Guest she 

continued that the Bringing out a college magazine is not a mean job . Right from 

procuring articles, funds to meet the expenses ,editing etc. it is a herculean task. 

This assumes great significant of the institution. Dr.V A Jagtap Sir  Principal 

Yashwantrao Bhonsale College Of Pharmacy Also congratulate all editorial 

committee members for their great efforts for a beautiful magazine.   



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  


